
Approval Checklist

Job Name:_____________________________________________________________ Job #:_______________________________

Premier will not proceed with fabrication until this checklist is signed. Premier will cut to the template drawings.
*Please ensure you have looked the drawings over.*

❏ Did you confirm your corner radii? If it is not noted on the drawing, Premier’s default radii are ½” R for outside
corners and 3” R for inside corners.

❏ Did you confirm that your color selection(s)are correct for each area?

❏ Are your sink model(s) and sink reveal(s)correct? Unless specified, Premier defaults to manufacturer’s specs,
cutting for overhang whenever possible on standard undermount sinks and reveal on farm sinks or sinks with a
rounded top edge.

❏ Installation Touch-ups: While Premier will take the utmost care in all installations, scratches, nicks, dings, and
scrapes to surrounding surfaces are normal parts of stone installation and considered incidental damages that
may require touch-ups on the homeowner’s end.

❏ If Premier is handling the tearout, we cannot be held liable for how the existing tops were originally installed, nor
how the existing tops come off. Tops will likely break during the tearout process and are not the responsibility of
Premier. Cabinets may also sustain minor damage which may require touch-ups that are the homeowner’s
responsibility. Please have all fixtures to be kept removed prior to our arrival or be sure to note to your Project
Manager prior to signing this checklist if there are any fixtures you would like to keep.

❏ Appliances: If you were requested during template and/or approval to remove your stove/fridge and they are
not removed when Premier comes to install, our installers will not proceed until it is removed. You are then
responsible for a return trip fee and subject to Premier’s scheduling to return. If you request Premier to handle any
appliances, (we do not remove cooktops at any time) you waive any right to hold Premier responsible for any
damages to the appliance or its surrounding area(s) and you will be charged a moving fee of $75/appliance.

❏ Dishwashers are the homeowner’s responsibility to secure or re-secure. Dishwashers need to be fastened to the
cabinets with mounting brackets (often supplied with the dishwasher or can be purchased). If Premier is handling
the tearout, we will provide a new bracket to accommodate the new tops.

❏ Alternate finishes (non-polished: honed, leathered, brushed): Do you understand the characteristics and extra
maintenance/care of an alternate finish stone?

❏ Does the print reflect your requested overhangs, especially on islands and peninsulas? Gray Dotted Lines =
cabinets, Blue = unpolished, Orange = polished, Aqua= Appliance Edge. For example, if you want sitting-area
overhangs on two sides of your island, does the print reflect this?

❏ Seams: If your surface requires a seam (red), you will be able to feel and see it. Seams in stone cannot be
polished/”sanded” out. There may be ridges along the seam that will not exceed 1/32”.

❏ Premier values quality, but we are a company that employs humans. Mistakes can happen, and, should an issue
arise, Premier will do everything we can to resolve it in a timely manner and work with you to come up with an
acceptable solution to ensure satisfaction of your new surface(s).

Please let your designer or Premier know if something isn’t right or needs to be changed. Premier takes responsibility for all
measurements as templated. Should you request to make adjustments to the print, Premier can not be held liable for these. By signing
this sheet, you indicate that you understand and agree to all boxes on the checklist, you agree that the post-template drawing and

details are correct, and you are ordering the tops to be cut per the template drawings and estimate details.
Any changes made after the checklist is signed are subject to a change order fee.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Signature) (Date)


